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What has your flag state done
for you lately? 
SHIPPING registries cannot afford to stand still. As
unilateral government actions have created a jungle of
potential conflicts and complexities in recent years, then
so the laws and procedures of flag states have needed
to evolve to accommodate and work within changing
regimes.

Moreover, in the last several years, ship
registration has become a highly
competitive business, with the cost of
annual payment of tonnage taxes and
related charges comparable among
different flag administrations. And the
additional costs of complying with
various regulatory standards can
be substantial.

Brad Berman, (right) president of
LISCR, says, “The Liberian Registry
has taken an aggressive stand on
this issue and firmly believes that flag
administrations must help shipowners to reduce the
costs of regulatory compliance. Shipowners, meanwhile,
have begun to notice that some flag administrations have
failed to reduce regulatory burdens. The costs
associated with compliance and implementation of
STCW95 and the ISPS Code are two obvious examples.”

Examples of recent actions taken by the Liberian flag
include:

STCW 95 - In 2001, Liberia released its SEASystem –
Seafarer’s Electronic Application (SEA) system software,
which allows users to complete applications for seafarer
documents and to electronically submit them, via the
internet. Electronic applications proved to be an efficient
and economical method of processing seafarer
applications resulting from the huge surge in demand as
a result of STCW95 deadlines.

ISPS - Liberia created a security department that
reviewed all Ship Security Plans and trained ninety flag
state inspectors. The result was that Liberia was able to
offer low-cost, efficient and quality compliance options to
the owners of two out of every three ships in the fleet
that chose to use Liberia for security audits.

Annex VI - MARPOL – Liberia was the first major flag
state to ratify this provision, leading the way for a global
regime on air pollution control. With the threat of
unilateral action from environmental interests, Liberia’s
ratification sent a clear signal to the world that the
industry- developed air pollution regulations were well
on their way to adoption. In return, this forestalled
detrimental unilateral actions.

IOPC - Liberia participated in an IMO
Working Group meeting against
reopening the IOPC Funds - the 1992
Civil Liability and Fund Conventions.
The meeting stimulated discussion
and forestalled the introduction of
unlimited liability provisions similar to
those contained in OPA90.

ILO - At recent ILO meetings, efforts
have been made to consolidate
appropriate labour standards and
requirements into a new legislative
instrument consistent with the
requirements of governments,
seafarers, and shipowners. The goal

(according to labour interests) is to create a new
Seafarers' Bill of Rights consistent with the present-day
needs of all interested parties.

Permanent Means of Access - Liberia objected to
the SOLAS amendments and technical provisions
concerning the PMA requirements for new tankers
and bulk carriers. This led to reconsideration of the
amendment and further analysis of the problems with
respect to ship construction, ship operation, and crew
and surveyor safety.

Brad Berman says, “These are just some examples of
how an efficient flag state administration can make a
real difference. There are others, and there will be
others still as time proceeds. It is clear that, while
annual registration fees may be nominally different
among the large flags states, not all administrations are
helping to reduce the expenses associated with
regulatory compliance.

“The question that shipowners must ask themselves is,
‘What has our flag state done for us lately?’

FLAGSHIP
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THE Liberian Registry is monitoring closely moves to
consolidate all ILO conventions and recommendations
into a single international instrument – the Consolidated
Maritime Labour Standards Convention.

The consolidated convention seeks to combine more
than sixty ILO conventions and recommendations into
one workable, up-to-date instrument addressing minimum
standards for employment, working conditions, repatriation,
entitlement and leave, standards for onboard working
and living accommodation, social protection and
seafarers’ welfare.

An ILO Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference
(PTMC) convened in Geneva in September 2004 to
report on progress in connection with the new convention
confirmed that, although there are a large number of
unresolved issues, the initiative remains on course.
There was general agreement on a range of technical
issues, including training and qualifications, employment
agreements and conditions, repatriation and manning
levels.

The issue of whether or not mobile offshore drilling
units and the like are to be included in the convention
remains to be clarified. Although a strict reading of the
text suggests that they are not exempt, when under way,
the PTMC report gives the impression that their inclusion
or otherwise may be discretionary.

Progress continues on
consolidation of ILO conventions

Liberian Registry to expand
audit capabilities
FOLLOWING its outstanding success
in International Ship & Port Facility
Security (ISPS) approval and
certification, the Liberian Registry has
made a strategic decision to train its
own worldwide network of inspectors
to carry out International Safety
Management (ISM) approvals,
certifications and audits.

Last year, the Registry achieved a
pre-eminent position in ISPS approval
and certification. Having taken the
unique step of contracting with
international security specialists to
train its own network of security auditors, who undertook
a large percentage of the approval and certification
tasks for the Liberian fleet, it was able to ensure that
owners and operators were fully compliant by the
due date. As a logical next step, it is planning to
extend the philosophy into ISM and other safety and
quality-related fields.

The majority of unresolved issues relate to the Articles
and Title 5 (dealing with compliance and enforcement)
of the consolidated convention. The issues include
social security provisions, onboard facilities, and validity
of certificates. With regard to the latter, the current
wording suggests a five-year validity, but some
administrations have suggested an annual inspection.
Other administrations would like specific reference made
to the ISM Code, as inspections for compliance with the
new convention could be co-ordinated with ISM interim
inspections. Liberia believes that co-ordination with ISM
may be the appropriate approach, but that it is important
to maintain flexibility.

The area giving rise to most concern is the onshore
complaint procedure, where the stumbling block is a
demand by seafarers that shore-side complaints be
adjudicated by the port state, as opposed to the position
take by most states that this is an issue for flag states
to resolve.

Although the Geneva conference was intended to be
the final meeting prior to the full maritime conference
scheduled for late 2005, financial considerations have
dictated that the full conference has had to be put off
until early 2006. However, an interim meeting, to discuss
unresolved issues, will be held from April 21 to 27, 2005.
The Liberian Registry, shipowners, government and
labour were fully represented at the Geneva meeting
in September, as indeed they will be at all forthcoming
meetings. Once finalised, the convention is likely to enter
force following agreement by 25 per cent of countries
representing fifty per cent of the world fleet.

LISCR’s chief operating officer Scott Bergeron says,
“We are not trying to usurp the role of classification
societies or other recognised inspection bodies. We

simply believe that, based on our
experience with ISPS, safety audit and
certification is a responsibility which
can be achieved extremely efficiently
and effectively by a quality-driven ship
register. Liberia will continue to offer
shipowners practical choices. As with
ISPS Code compliance, ISM audits can
be conducted either by class or directly
by the Registry.”

Capt David Pascoe, (left) Chief of
Maritime Operations and Standards for
the Liberian Registry, says, “This
accords, furthermore, with our belief
that ISPS, and other industry-wide

safety initiatives, should all form part of overall ISM
compliance. As an extension of that thinking, we will
also offer ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 standard
certification and audit services. We believe that it
is the job of quality registers to help quality owners
and operators demonstrate their ability to conform
to international industry standards.”



CAPT Vincent Black, vice-president and head of LISCR’s
seafarer certification and documentation department,
retired on December 31, 2004. Vincent, who was one of the
first three people recruited by LISCR as part of its team to
manage the Liberian Registry, has decided that the time
has come to spend more time with his family, enjoying the
finer things in life.

Vincent says he has thoroughly enjoyed his time in
shipping, which began with a long and distinguished career
at sea after graduating from King’s Point in 1964, continued
with a career in training, and culminated in helping to
manage the Liberian Registry. “The maritime community
includes some of the finest people in the world,” says
Vincent, “and I have enjoyed working with almost every one
of them. I am proud to have been part of an industry that is
known for its great  professionalism.”

Vincent says his one real regret about his seagoing career
is that he didn’t get off the ship often enough. “I have been
to so many places,” he reflects, “but, in my time at sea, the
captain didn’t get to go ashore too often”. He aims to put
that right now that he has retired, and plans to spend as
much time as possible, in the short term at least, travelling.

We all wish Vincent a fair wind and following seas in his
retirement.
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Fleet passes 60m gt mark
THE Liberian Registry grew significantly in terms of both
numbers of ships and gross tonnage last year, while at
the same time underlining its leading role in safety and
security-related issues. In doing so, it passed the 60m
dwt mark (60.4m). As of November, 2004, the Registry
had grown by 87 ships and 4.5 million gross tons. This
represents a growth rate of roughly ten per cent over the
course of the year.

LISCR chief operating officer Scott Bergeron says,
“Size alone is not determinative of quality. But if you can
grow, and at the same time consistently demonstrate to
independent arbiters that you are a top-quality operator
in terms of safety, security and efficiency, with clients
who themselves are top-quality operators, then you can
legitimately  lay claim to significant development.

“The continued growth of the fleet is a reaffirmation
of the confidence and trust which major shipowners
throughout the world place in the Liberian Registry. That
trust is not misplaced. Liberia has a hard-won reputation
for safety and efficiency, which it will not relinquish.”

CAPT Eric Clarke has
been appointed vice -
president and head of
the seafarers’
certification and
documentation
department at LISCR,
in succession to
Vincent Black.

During his time at sea,
Eric enjoyed the
distinction of achieving
both his master’s and

chief engineer’s licence. On coming ashore, he worked
in the operations and technical departments at Euronav,
before moving into accident and pollution investigation
work with Constant & Constant and then the P&I claims
business with Southern Seas (Agencies).

Eric joins LISCR from Quantic, the marine consultancy
which has been helping the Port of New York and New
Jersey implement new procedures as a result of the
2003 Staten Island Ferry disaster.

We are very pleased to welcome Eric on board.

Vince Black retires … 

… Eric Clarke arrives

AT the end of last year, it was time for the Liberian
Registry to say goodbye to an old friend. Well, perhaps
not ‘goodbye’ because, happily, Jerry Smith will continue
to have an involvement in Liberian-flag shipping.

In London last December, the Liberian Registry hosted a
reception to mark Jerry’s retirement from his position as
maritime adviser to LISCR. Jerry has represented the
Liberian flag for 27 years. In so doing, he has spent a lot
of time at IMO, much of it helping to change the face of
shipping for the better, and all of it in the interests of
shipowners who have chosen to fly the flag of Liberia on
their vessels.

He will continue to representing Liberia at the ILO, so it
is not ‘goodbye’. Just ‘Thank you’.

Not goodbye to Jerry Smith

The Liberian Registry continues to grow, with the addition
of quality tonnage. Pictured here is the recently
registered "Federal Mackinac", a 27,000 dwt bulk carrier
delivered in November 2004 at Guangzhou Wenchong
Shipyard, China. The vessel is managed and owned by
Reederei Karl Schlüter GmbH & Co KG.
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Editorial consultants
Merlin Corporate Communications

THERE are not too many
big shipowners with
centres of operation in
London. Yet London
remains a great, traditional
centre of global maritime
activity. That is why LISCR
has an office there, and it
is why Peter Kidman is
kept busy representing the
interests of the Liberian registry on a variety of international
issues.

Peter took over as head of LISCR’s London office at the end
of 2003. To date, he has spent all his working life in the
maritime industries. He went to sea at the age of sixteen,
serving as a cadet on P&O passenger ships. He later sailed
on cargo ships, and on chemical tankers with PanOcean
Anco. While at sea, he got a BSc and an LLM in maritime
law. He also got his master’s ticket, but left the sea before
sailing as master.

With shipping generally going through a period of
uncertainty, Peter came ashore in the mid-80s. He went to
work with Eric Ellen at the International Maritime Bureau
offices in London, running the information department.
After subsequent spells in the marine manufacturing and
marketing sectors, he went to work for the International
Chamber of Shipping before being appointed technical
manager by Intercargo, from where he joined LISCR.

Peter says he welcomed the chance to get back into
mainstream shipping, in London, representing the interests
of “the world’s best shipping registry.” A lot of his time is
spent following legislative developments and providing
key technical support at IMO, and representing the
Liberian Registry’s interests at meetings of such industry
organisations as IACS, BIMCO, and the ICS, and various
other trade associations.

One of his main roles is to continue the development of
relationships with the strong legal and banking sectors in
London. “It is important that Liberian Registry has a strong
focal point in London.” explains Peter. “It is still the place
where major decisions are made which affect all our
members. It is vital that the registry remains informed about
– and has an input to - those decisions, and that the
industry itself is aware of the initiatives which the registry
continues to introduce.”

On the
register


